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We shall consider here the problem of motion of a rigid body about a 

fixed point in the Newtonian central force field, when the fixed point 

is at the distance R from the center of attraction. 

Assuming that the distance R is large as compared with the dimensions 

of the body, we shall express [d the force function U(y, y’. y’) with 

accuracy to a constant term in the form of series of powers of R-l 

u (7s r’, r”) = - Jfg bo’r + yor’ + zor”) - *//ag (Ar’ + BP + CT”“) R-' + 

+‘/a’ i(J, + Jmv + J,,,) ‘r + CJwl, + Jvm + J,,,, ‘r’ + (J,,, + J,, + Jzvv) r”lR-- 

- ‘jag [Jr,? + Jwyfs + J,,,Ys + 6J,,,n’r” + 3 (Jvp’r’P + J,,f”P + JwWa + 

+ J,,,W + Jzyl,r”P + JvrzW*)l R-* + (. . .) R-’ (f) 

where 

Let us denote by U,,(y, y’, y’) an expression like (1) in which all 

terms of the order R-n and higher are truncated. From this approxima- 

tion we obtain the approximate equations of motion of a rigid body 

about a fixed point in the Newtonian force field 

dr ;ii= q’_qy” 
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which reduce for n = 0 to the equations of the conventional problem of 
motion of a rigid body about a fixed point in a uniform gravitational 
field. 

The right-hand sides of equations (2) are polynomials, and the first 
integrals of these equations 

Ad + Bq’ + C? - 2U,, (7, T’, T”) = C, (3) 

APT + W’ + W’ = C,, 7% + f’ + r”’ = 1 

are algebraic. Resides, the system of equations (2) does not contain the 
time t explicitly and has the last Jacobi multiplier equalling unity. 
Thus equations (2) and their first integrals when n > 0, and equations 
(2) and their first integrals when n = 0, have the same properties. 

The following [21 well known theorem applies to the equations of 
motion of a rigid body about a fixed point for the classical problem: 
the fourth algebraic integral of the equations of motion exists in those 
cases and in those cases only (in the case of Euler, in the case of 
Lagrange and in the case of Kovalevska) when the general solutions for 

P# Qa r, y, y’ and y” in the whole complex plane of the variable t are 
single-valued. 

The question arises whether the above theorem applies to equations 
(2) when n > 0. 

Let us consider equations (2) when n = 1. It has been proved E3.41 
that for these equations the fourth algebraic integral exists only in 
two cases analogous to the cases of Euler and Lagrange for system (2) 
when n = 0. From [51 it follows that other cases at n = 1 with single- 
valued integrals of differential equations (2) are really not new cases, 
but reduce to the two above mentioned cases. 

Solutions for these cases obtained by Kobb [sI, Kharlamova II71 and 
Beletskii [g] failed to explain whether the general integrals of the 
problem are single-valued or not. Where are, however, good reasons to 
believe that in these two cases there exist single-valued general solu- 

tions for p, q, c, y, y’ and y’: and the presented theorem is applicable 

to equations (2) when n = 1. 

We shall consider now equations (2) when n = 2 and we shall Prove 
that the theorem is not applicable in this case. Let us take a rigid 
body satisfying the conditions 

20 = yo = 0, A = B, J,, = Jzyy, J,,, - 3J,, = 1# 0 

J xxx = J,,u = J xyr = J IKCX = J, = Jyzz = Jxz, = 0 

(Such a rigid body, for example, would be represented by a homogeneous 
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cylinder of radius r and length Al. (h, 3 l/2 46,) fixed at ;he center 
of its base.) 

For the latter case the expression for the function Uz as obtained 
from formula (1) is 

and the first three equations of the systea (2) become 

Equations (5) have tbe fourth integral r = re, which together with 
the three first integrals (3) rewritten in the form 

p+s-2% zz h, p-r + QT’ - (m - 1) qf’ = k, 7% + “p +‘p =c 1 (61 

permit 111 tbe determination of y” from the relation 

Separating variables and integrating we obtain 

(71 

Inverting the integral (8) gives y”as a functiou of time which would 
then be the general solution for y’: From formulas (4) and (7) and from 
the condition 1 # 0 it follows that P<y’) is a fifth degree polynomial 
of y” which means that the integral (8) is a b~~erellipt~c integral 
whose inversion E91 is not a single-valued function. 

Thus, when n = 2 the existence of the fourth general algebraic fnte- 
gral. does not imply that this integral is single-valued. By a similar 
reasoning we can easily find ou,t that this will occur for all n > 2 %f 
we consider bodies for which ff, = V,(y’). 

Consequently, we conclude that the presented theorem is not appli- 
cable when n 32, 
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